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This is TV SPIELFILM Plus!
Whether TV, cinema or streaming, our users always find the best entertainment

With TV Today we offer the fastest
and most concise TV guide, which is
also reflected in the loyalty of our
users, since quite a substantial
proportion has bookmarked TV
Today!

In addition to the current TV
programme, with TV Spielfilm we
provide our users with plenty of
editorial content about series,
films, movies and streaming, plus
we also report about interesting
backgrounds and news from the
world of TV and the stars.

Focus on TV

We share our passion for major
blockbusters or classic movies on
the big screen with our users. With
experience and personality we
guide our users through the world of
the cinema and streaming providers,
offering guidance and tips to
escape from everyday life.

Focus on cinema

Streaming as one of the core topics

With StreamPicker we bring order
to the world of streaming. With only
a few clicks our users know where
to enjoy series and films. Moreover,
they also find reviews for all
streaming content which they can
use to compile their own personal
watchlist.

Our USPs

Competent.

User-centred.

Inspiring.

We present ourselves in a clear
and straightforward design,
making us a true multi-screen
brand. With bookmarks, top SEO
positions or our app we
accompany our users day by day.

Series, films or documentaries –
numerous on-demand options are
available to compile watchlists that
match individual lifestyles. As a
guide that points the way we offer
guidance and ways to plan what
to watch when where.

Not only do we provide a daily TV
guide, with trailers, analyses and
reviews we also provide the
optimum overview of other series,
films or streaming options to
watch.

This is TV Spielfilm Plus*
Germany’s biggest TV, streaming and cinema guide

11.21m
Unique Users

Free TV, pay TV, streaming and cinema listings – TV Spielfilm Plus users always keep track of things in this
jungle and know exactly where and when to enjoy what films and series.
In addition to the current TV programme, we monitor, analyse and evaluate thoroughly what’s showing in
the cinema and keep an eye on all streaming platforms. Like our users, we love movies and series.

65.03m
visits

251.14m

The world of TV Spielfilm Plus
• Comprehensive – TV, streaming or cinema: We report about it, because we love entertainment.
• Guidance – We help the users to compile their personal watchlist.
• Streaming – The latest digital point of attraction, discovered by us in a completely new way.
Ranking in 1st place, TV Spielfilm Plus is ahead of the competition in Germany (million UU)

page impressions

11.67m

12,61

TV-Wettbewerber

FUNKE Next Level TV: 6,27

video ad impressions
Kino-Wettbewerber

Moviepilot: 5,65
Filmstarts.de: 6,11

Sources: agof daily digital facts, Oct. 2022, single month (Oct.2022), population: aged 16+; IVW 11/2022 (the ranking consists of
both individual offers and offer combinations); video ad impressions incl. “Sound” PreRolls: : in-house analysis: total inventory
Nov.. 2022
*TV Spielfilm Plus is a consolidation of the brands TV Spielfilm, TV Today, cinema and StreamPicker.

9.35

This is TV Spielfilm Plus – mobile*
Also TV Spielfilm Plus mobile is Germany’s biggest mobile TV, streaming & cinema guide
Whether through voice commands, our powerful apps or search engine results – we present our users
with an ideal overview of what to choose for an evening of entertainment. Our users appreciate these
services which is why our mobile version is also the biggest multi-screen guide in the mobile sphere.

7.32 Mio.

99.32 Mio.

Unique User

Page Impressions

33.18 Mio.

1.36 Mio.

Visits

Video Impressions

Sources: agof daily digital facts, Oct. 2022, single month (Oct. 2022), population: aged 16+; IVW 11/2022; video ad impressions incl. PreRolls: in-house analysis: total inventory Nov. 2022
*mobile web and in-app traffic (is composed of: AMP, APP and Mobile Web Traffic)

High reach on all brands
11.21m UU

total digital reach

8.81m UU

total digital reach

1.21m UU

total digital reach

0.35m UU

total digital reach

Sources: agof daily digital facts, Oct. 2022, single month (Oct. 2022), population: aged 16+

This is StreamPicker
We bring order to the streaming jungle
Netflix, Prime Video, Disney+, or maybe rather Sky? There are quite a
number of streaming platforms, but there’s no overview of which film
or series can be accessed where. And that’s exactly where we come
into play: With the new web portal called StreamPicker we provide the
required overview.
StreamPicker: We help users to keep track in the streaming jungle.
286.272
User Sessions

368.125
Page Views

58.709
Video Ad Impressions

Our reach development at a glance (thousand users)
412.223
198.476

Aug 22
Source: In-house analysis Oct. 2021

286.272

242.163

Sep 22

Okt 22

Nov 22

Sociodemographics

Sources: agof daily digital facts, Oct. 2022, single month (Oct. 2022), population: aged 16+
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